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The authors investigated the asymptotic joint distributions of certain functions of 
the eigenvalues of the sample covariance matrix, correlation matrix, and canonical 
correlation matrix in nonnull situations when the population eigenvalues have 
multiplicities. These results are derived without assuming that the underlying 
distribution is multivariate normal. In obtaining these expressions, Edgeworth type 
expansions were used. 
1. INTR~DUC~~N 
Many test procedures in multivariate statistical analysis are based upon 
the assumption that the underlying distribution is multivariate normal. But, 
situations occur when it is unrealistic to assume that the underlying 
distribution is multivariate normal, For example, in some situations, the 
underlying distribution may be a mixture of multivariate normal distributions 
or a multivariate gamma distribution. In these situations, we need the 
distributions of various test statistics for nonnormal cases in order to 
implement the tests. These distributions are also useful in studying the 
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robustness of various multivariate test procedures for violation of the 
assumption of normality. But, it is very complicated to derive the exact 
distributions of the multivariate test statistics for the nonnormal situations. 
As a matter of fact, the exact distributions of the test statistics in 
multivariate case are quite complicated in many situations even when the 
underlying distribution is multivariate normal. So, there is a great need to 
derive asymptotic expressions for the distributions of various multivariate 
test statistics when the underlying distribution is not multivariate normal. 
Waternaux [21] showed that the limiting joint distributions of the eigen- 
values of the sample covariance matrix is multivariate normal when the 
population roots are simple and the underlying distribution is not 
multivariate normal. Davis [6] showed that the limiting distribution of the 
likelihood ratio test of the last few roots of the covariance matrix for the 
multivariate normal population is equivalent to the distribution of a normal 
quadratic form when the underlying distribution is not multivariate normal 
and the roots have multiplicity. Using Edgeworth expansion, Fujikoshi Ill 1 
obtained an asymptotic expression for the joint density of the eigenvalues of 
the sample covariance matrix as well as certain functions of the above eigen- 
values when the population roots are simple. For nonnormal populations, 
Muirhead and Waternaux [ 181 showed that the limiting joint distribution of 
the sample canonical correlations is multivariate normal when the population 
roots are simple. Also, they have investigated the effect of nonnormality on 
the limiting distribution of the likelihood ratio statistic for the equality of the 
last few eigenvalues of the canonical correlation matrix for multivariate 
normal population when the population roots not being tested are simple. 
In this paper, we investigate the joint asymptotic distributions of certain 
functions of the eigenvalues of the sample covariance matrix, correlation 
matrix, and canonical correlation matrix in noncentral situations when the 
population roots have multiplicity without assuming that the underlying 
distribution is multivariate normal. In obtaining these expressions, we used 
Edgeworth expansions. The first term obtained in the asymptotic expression 
is multivariate normal density whereas the second term is a derivative of the 
multivariate normal density. In the case of the sample covariance matrix, 
asymptotic expressions for the densities of certain functions of the eigen- 
values are studied for some nonnormal populations. Some of the results 
given in this paper were presented by the authors by title at the meeting of 
the International Statistical Institute held in Manila in 1979. 
2. EDGEWORTH EXPANSION 
Edgeworth expansions have been proposed by Chebyshev [5], Edgeworth 
[7], and Charlier 141. The problem of obtaining a valid expansion for the 
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distribution of (Z, ,..., Z,)+ n”2h((l/n) C;=r Z,) was posed by Wallace 
[20] and treated by Chambers [3], and Sargan [19], where Z1,..., Z, are n 
independent m-dimensional random vectors, and h is a Bore1 measurable 
function. When the Zi)s are identically distributed. Bhattacharya and Ghosh 
[2] established the validity of the expansion on the Bore1 set. We now 
discuss a generalization of the above result to the case when Zi’s are not 
identically distributed. 
For i = 1, 2,..., n, let #, denote the characteristic function of Zi. We 
assume that Z, has mean vector E(Z,) = &, covariance matrix B,, and a 
finite sth absolute moment pS,, for s > 3, where 
Now, let 
Pr,i = E lIzill’* (2.1) 
Pr= n-' i Pr,iT 
i=l 
(2.2) 
B = n- ’ 5 Bi = (v,), (2.3) 
i=l 
where ]I. ]I is the Euclidean norm and consider the statistic 
(2.4) 
where the derivatives of h of order s and less are continuous in a 
neighborhood of c= (l/n) Cy=, ci* D enote the Taylor expansion of W 
around cas W*, and let the Edgeworth expansion of W* be w,(e). Also let 
0’ = CTj=l li1jvij9 where 1, = (Dih)(@, the ith coordinate derivative of h. We 
need the following in the sequel. 
THEOREM 1. Assume that all the derivatives of h of order s and less are 
continuous in a neighborhood of E for some s > 3 and pS,j < 00 for 
j = l,..., n. Also, assume that 
(i) the smallest eigenvalues y,, of B = n-’ Cy=, Bi are bounded away 
from zero; 
(ii) The average rth absolute moments n-l C;=l E llZ# are bounded 
awa.y from infinity, 
limp,,, < 00 
n-+m 
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and 
lim n-l + “-CC ! ?I Ill~j-~~l/>cn’~~l It zi - 5ills =O 
for every E > 0; 
(iii) 
lim sup 
c+~ 11 t )I> b 
for every b > 0. Then 
It( < ’ 
for every class r$ of Bore1 sets satisfying 
sup 
J -W caa)E' 
q&Iz(x)dx = O(d), 
where (M’)“’ denotes the &‘-neighborhood of the boundary of 28, #lrl(.) is the 
density of normal (0, a2) with mean zero and variance 02. 
If the function h(.) = (h,(e),..., hk(.)) is vector-valued, then t# is the class of 
Bore1 sets in Rk and instead of #J.), we have #z(a) which is the normal 
density on Rk with mean vector 0 and covariance matrix $ = RBR’, where 
Q is the k x m matrix with ith row as (0, hi@,..., D, h,(c)). 
The proof of the above theorem follows along the same lines as in Bhat- 
tacharya and Ghosh [2] and is given in a technical report by the authors. 
3. MOMENTS OFTHE COVA~UANCE MATRIX 
Let X 1 ,..., X, be distributed independently as p-variate random vectors, 
and let K!? ,J2...js denote the cumulant of order s for Xi, where 
jl,j2 ,..., j,= l,..., p. Also, let S = C;‘=r Xix; = (S,) be the sample 
covariance matrix with means given by M = E(S/N) and Y= 
d%S/W - Ml = CJG,). Th en, the following expressions for E(yjlj2yjJ4) and 
ECJJjlj,JJ,J4Yj,js) were given in Fang and Krishnaiah [9]: 
+ Kilj, + IY Icj,ij lciz Kj,y (3.1) 
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Next, we define S* = ~~=“=, (Xi - x)(Xi - s)’ = (SC), where N% = 
CyELXi. Also, let M*=E(S*/N), n=N- 1, and Y*= &((S*/n)- 
M*) = (y$). Then 
h(j1j23j3j4) =Eb’.$j,J’jTjJ 
n- 
( 
4 
= z K.ihi3.h + C Kjhi3 Kh - ii--) Kjd213 Kj4 
+(Icj,jj++ 
--- 
(3.3) 
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n-l 24 + -C( p K/d3J5 Kizi4 Kj6 - K/dJ3 Ki2j4 Icis) 
+ J&i GGGii- J&Tf KjljlK.iJ5 Kj4i6 
+ n+l 24 ---ix n+l 48 n3f2 Icjd4 Kizi5 Ki3 K.i6 - -2 - n3/2 lcjlj4 ‘iti5 Ki3 ‘is 
+ (3.4) 
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The summations are over the possible ways of grouping the subscripts and 
the numbers of terms resulting is written over C. For example, 
+mKII++KlJl+Kil++ICi3+* 
Here the expression under “ ” represents the average value over N 
samples, for instance, N Icjlj, ~~~~~ = Cy=, Ic:{\3 Ic&, etc. 
Equations (3.3), (3.4) coincide with the expressions of Kaplan [12] when 
X 1 ,..., X, are identically distributed. 
The following equivalent equation (see Kendall and Stuart [ 141) will be 
used in the sequel: 
Ki(jljz,j~js)Kr(j~j4,j,js) ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
=-Ki(jlj*,j~j4)Kl(j~js,j,j~) + O(n-‘) (3.5) 
for i- 1, 2, where K~(.., ..) and K*(.., ..) are defined in Eqs. (3.1) and (3.3). 
4. ASYMPTOTIC DISTRIBUTIONS OF FUNCTIONS OF THE EIGENVALUES 
OF THE COVARIANCE MATRIX 
Let the columns of X:p x n be independently distributed and let S = 
XX’ = (S,) be the sample sums of squares and cross products matrix. Also, 
let M = E(S/n), and Y= fi((S/n) -M) = bij). In addition, let r be an 
orthogonal matrix such that 
T’MT = diag& ,..., A,) = /1, (4.1) 
where 1, > ... > A, are the eigenvalues of M. We assume that 
A q,+...+q,-*+1= *** = 47,+...+q, = em, (4.2) 
that is, 8, has multiplicity q, for a = l,..., r, q1 + . s. + q, =p, and q,, = 0. 
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The eigenvalues 
eigenvalues of 
of S/n are 1, > ... 2 I,, which are the same as the 
(4.3) 
where V= FYI’. We assume that r= IP, without loss of generality. 
The normalized functions of the eigenvalues are 
Li = fi { Ti(ll YeeT Ip) - Ti(nl 9***, Ap)}> (4.4) 
where T,(l, ,..., I,) satisfy the following conditions for i = I,..., k: 
(9 T,(l, ,..., Z,) is analytic about 1, ,..., A,, 
8’ Ti(f I,***, l,> 
alj, alj, 
= aiu4 
I=1 
(4.5) 
for j, E J,, j, E Jb, I = (A, ,..., AJ’, 1 = (1, ,..., 1,) and J, denotes the set of 
index integers q1 + -.a + qael + l,..., q1 + -a- + q, for Q = 1, 2 ,..., r. 
Then, we can expand T*(l,,..., 1,) as a Taylor series as 
+ higher order terms. (4.6) 
We need the following lemma in the sequel: 
LEMMA 4.1. Let & and A be p xp matrices with 
J-J- =A + E ycl) + &2 y(2) + . . . 
and A = diag(& ,..., A,), where 
A q*+...+qa-,+I = **- =A 41+...+4* =e,, 
that is, 8, has multiplicity q, for a = l,..., r, q, + .-. + q, =p, and q0 = 0. 
Then the mean eigenvalue of ~4 corresponding to 8, is 
r =e +Ep)+e*p+... a a LI a 9 (4.7) 
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with 
The above lemma is implicit in Kato [ 131; also see Fujikoshi [lo] and 
Fang and Krishnaiah [8]. Using the above lemma, we obtain 
=$, aia tr w’b’ + -!- 6 sic, tr Wbf’ fi 21 I 
+ +- i $ aim4 (tr Wz’)(tr Vi)) 
a-l 4-l I 
+ O(n-‘), 
where 
(4-V 
(4.9) 
and Vno denotes the (a,@th submatrix of order q, x q. of V. 
Now using the Edgeworth expansion of L = (L, ,..., LJ’, we obtain the 
approximations to the moments of L as given below: 
I 
++ i $’ ai,oD$ 
I 
+ 0(n-‘1, 
n-l 4-I 
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czij=E(LiLj) = i + 
a=1 02, 
aiaaj, D$j + O(n-‘), 
SZ,~, = E(LiLjL,) = -& >I b$l ,$, %ajqa,,D,,, + o(n-l)v (4.10) 
where 
(4.11) 
and the cumulants of L are 
q= rzi, 
;tij = “ij + O(n - ‘), (4.12) 
&j[ = “ij/ - (Ui CZj/ + aj Uil + “I e(j) + O(n - ’ )* 
Here when .&,/ is evaluated, Eq. (3.5) is used in calculating ui &j/y ujai,, and 
uI ui, for i, j, 1 = l,..., k. The approximated characteristic function of L is 
E(expit’L)=exp (-+t’Qt) 
k k 1 X exp i 1 t,q+ i3 C 
g,j,/ 4gd 0 
tgfjt(xd, + O(C’) 
g=l 1 
(4.13) 
X l+iit,q+i”i ’ 
1 g,j,I &gJ, 0 
fgt,flq, + O(n - ‘), 
g=1 I 
where Q = (Jj) and 
&g,j, 0 = 36 g=j=l 
= 2!, any two values of g, j, 1 are equal 
= 1, g#j#l. (4.14) 
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The Edgeworth expansion of the joint distribution of the elements of L is 
obtained by inverting Eq. (4.13) and is given as 
f 6% ,-**9 LA = W, Q> 1+ i: H,(L)4 
i=l 
+ i~,~ 4,,@4;FZ., I + OW’)9 (4.15) 
where 
1 
N(L, Q) = (2np2 , Q 1 l/z exp -+‘Q-IL 
and 
Hj,,...,j,(L) N&p Q> = C-1)' 
as 
aLj,,..., aLjs W+ Q>. (4.16) 
The Edgeworth expansion is applied to the noncentral Wishart matrix 
S = XX’, where the columns of the p x n matrix X = [Xi,..., X,] are 
independently distributed with covariance matrix Z and mean vectors 
E(X,) = pi, i = l,..., n. If we denote Xi = (xii, xi2 ,..., xi,,)‘, then 
xilxIl 
Xi, Xi2 . . . . 
xilxip 
. . . xi*+ . . . . . . xi+ 
x,x;= ...““.. .... xi3xi3 . . . xi3xip 
4 
. (4.17) 
* . ’ . 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . XipXip 
We can form the independently distributed random vectors 
zi = (x**xi19***V xipxig9 xiIxi29**a9 xilxipv xi2xi3T***9 Xi,p- lxip)’ (4.18) 
for i = 1, 2,..., n with the dimension m = ~&I + 1). 
Since Z, is distributed as the noncentral Wishart distribution with one 
degree of freedom, which is a continuous distribution, condition (iii) of 
Theorem 1 is satisfied. Also, the covariance matrix B of the noncentral 
Wishart distribution on n degrees of freedom is nonsingular and thus satisfy 
condition (i) of the theorem. When ~1)s are bounded, condition (ii) is 
&stied by the dominated covergence theorem. 
We now study the accuracy of the asymptotic expressions for the 
distributions of certain functions of the eigenvalues of the sample covariance 
matrix in the noncentral case when the underlying distribution is one of the 
following: 
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(i) A bivariate normal distribution with covariance matrix C of Xi is 
equal to I,, E(X,) = pi, and 
(ii) A mixture of bivariate normal distributions $2 with density of Xi 
as 
C1 -&) 4*(xilPi9 c*) + (E/u) #*((xi/fiNPiY c*>3 
where E = 0.2, CJ = 3, and xc* = diag(0.7143, 0.7143) such that E(S/n) = 
z + (l/n) Cy= i pi& = diag(L, , A,). In this case, C = I,, and 
K; = K; = 4.20, K:; = K;: = 0.84, 
K: = K: = 0.98, K;; = 0.33, 
where K:: is the (4,2)th order cumulants of xi,, xi2 for i = 1, 2 ,..., n, etc. 
(iii) A U-shaped distribution whose density is given by 
f(x&+$ for XiERi 
=o Xi~Ri, (4.19) 
where Ri={~li~--aXil~a+luil,~i*-b~Xi2~b+rUi*}. In (4*19)3 
c = e = 6.122 and a = b = 1.463 are chosen such that 
where z = I,, I+ = &i, pi*)‘, and 
Next, let 
K; = K; = 10.7, K;: = K:; = 0.34, 
K: = K: = -1.56, K;; = -0.82. 
pr[& < #*] = (l -Vi), (4.20) 
where 6 is a function of the eigenvalues 1, > 1, of S/n and S = Cj’=, X,X;, 
Xi = (xii, xIz)‘. Also, let E(S/n) = diag(d, , A,) and 1, > A,. In Table 1, we 
considered the cases when Ki = I,, Kz = 1, - l,, & = 1,/l,, and tC4 = 
(tr S/2)‘/1 S I. Th e entries in the column “u” give the values of ui such that 
Pr[q < ui] = 0.95 for i = 1, 2, 3, 4, A, = AZ = 1, and pj = 0 (j = l,..., n). The 
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values of uI are computed by simulation by performing 5000 trials. For 
distributions (i) and (ii), IMSL subroutine GGNSM and GGUW are used to 
generate pseudo-random variables and subroutine ZPOLR is used for 
distribution (iii). The method to generate pseudo-random variables for the U- 
shaped distribution is described in Affricano and Rizzi [ 11. The entries in the 
row “O(1)” give the values of q, when the first term in the asymptotic 
expression (4.15) is used whereas the entries in the row “O( 1) + O(C~/‘)” 
give the corresponding values of vi when the first two terms in the 
asymptotic expression (4.15) are used. The entries in the row “O(n-1~2)” 
give the contribution of the second term in the asymptotic expression (4.15). 
The row “Simu.” gives the values of rli obtained by simulation. Here we note 
that, when A, # A,, the values of r,ri are the same as the values of the power 
function. 
The distributions being considered are symmetric and the cumulants of 
odd order are zero. The difference between the power functions is mainly 
affected by the fourth cumulants and cross-cumulants K: , xi, and K$ of the 
distributions through the term of order O(1) of the approximation as 
indicated in Table I. 
We will now compare the asymptotic expression (4.15) for functions of 
the eigenvalues of the sample covariance matrix for the cases when the 
underlying distributions are bivariate gamma and bivariate normal. The 
characteristic function of the bivariate gamma distribution is known to be 
y(tl, t2) = [( 1 - it,)( 1 - itJ - i*p*t, f2] +*, 
where /I* > 0 and 0 < p* < 1. Kibble [ 151 expressed the density function of 
the bivariate gamma distribution as an infinite series involving Laguerre 
polynomials and Krishnaiah and Rao [ 161 studied some of its properties. 
When /I* is a half-integer, the bivariate gamma distribution is the joint 
density of the diagonal elements of the Wishart matrix. 
Now, let E(S/n) = Z + Y = M when n$’ = Cy= 1 pi p; and 1, > 1, are the 
eigenvalues of M. We computed Pr[q < ui] = (1 - vi) using the asymptotic 
expression (4.15) when the underlying distribution is bivariate gamma for 
& = 0.3(0.1) 1.0 and p* = 0.25; here the choice of /I* and pz specifies 1, and 
1, completely. When the underlying distribution is bivariate normal, we have 
also computed the values of vi for the same combinations of A, and A, as 
used in the preceding case. We note that Z and Yp are assumed to be the 
same for both cases. The constants ui are chosen such that P[q < ui] = 0.95 
when @S/n) = Z = I,, and the underlying distribution is bivariate normal. 
In Table II, the entries under the column “Bivariate gamma” give the values 
of q, when the asymptotic expression (4.15) is used. The corresponding 
entries when the underlying distribution is bivariate normal are given under 
the column “Bivariate normal.” The entries in the row “O(l)“, “O(n- “*),” 
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and “O(1) + O(n -r”)” can be interpreted in a similar way as in Table I. 
When the underlying distribution is bivariate gamma, values of vi are 
computed by simulation when p* = 0.5, 1.0 by performing 5000 trials. 
In Table II, we observe in general that the values of the power functions 
based on various test statistics are close to each other whether the underlying 
distribution is bivariate gamma or bivariate normal distribution when we 
take the first term only in the asymptotic expression. However, if we 
compute the power functions by taking the first two terms in the asymptotic 
expression we observed that the values of the power functions differ 
significantly for the two cases. This difference occurs since the contribution 
of the second term is large when the underlying distribution is bivariate 
gamma whereas it is small for the situation when the underlying distribution 
is bivariate normal. 
5. ASYMPTOTIC DISTRIBUTIONS OF FLJNCTIONS OF THE EIGENVALUES 
OF CORRELATION MATRIX 
Let X,, X, ,..., X, be p-variate independent random vectors. Let the 
corrected sum of squares and cross-products matrix be 
S * = C,“=, (X, - X)(X, - X)‘, where A% = C,“= i Xi, with mean matrix 
M* = E(S*/n) = (mij) and let Y* = fi (S*/n -M*) = @), where 
N = n + 1. In addition, let 
a* = M,‘/Z &f* &f; 112 = (Wij), (5.1) 
where M, = diag M*. Then 
iM01/2 cpM-‘I2 
0 =n*+ 
n 
+V*' (5.2) 
where V* = M,‘/’ Y*M; ‘I’. Also, there exists an orthogonal matrix 
CJ = (u,,) such that 
U’a*U=diag(A,,...,A,)=A, (5.3) 
where A is assumed to satisfy Eq. (4.2). The sample correlation matrix is 
with S,* = diag S*. 
cjp --s*-1’2 s*s*-l/2 
0 0 (5.4) 
From Eqs. (5.2)-(5.4), it can be shown (e.g., see Krishnaiah and Lee 
[ 171) that 
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u’~U = A + 1 Y(l) + f P*) + higher order terms, 
fi 
(5.5) 
where 
ycl) = u’(v* - fv(fY2* - +n*v,*) u, 
Y(‘) = i U’(2V,*L!*V,* - 4V*V,* - 4V,*V* + 3V,*%* + 3i2*V,**) U (5.6) 
with V,* = diag V*. 
Let 1, > -a- > lp be the eigenvalues of 9 which are the same as those of 
U’9U. Consider the standardized functions of the eigenvalues: 
L,= fitw * v**v lp) - Ti(ll 7***7 np)}v (5.7) 
for i = 1, 2 ,..., k, where T,(1, ,..., 1,) satisfy Eqs. (4.5) and (4.6). As in 
Eq. (4.8) we obtain 
L,= jj a,,tr Wi’+ 
a=1 Jl ln f , 
Ui, tr W:’ + + i $ uia4 
(1-l 4-l 
X (tr wh")(tr Vi)) t O(~I-~), 
I 
(5.8) 
where 
and Ytk for i = 1,2 is the (a, p)th submatrix of order q, x qp of vi) and 
e,,=e,-6,. SO, 
aiaD D$} + O(n-‘), 
aij=E(L,L,) = 2 i u,, ajo Dzi + O(~Z-‘), 
a=1 D=l 
ui,, = E(L,L,L,) = c c c ~~nq~a~yDa~y + o(n-‘)g 
a=, b=l y=l 
(5.9) 
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where 
D,=+ 1 iu, ,alUjp, (oj,j,[2K*(j,j,,jzj2) + 3~2Ul.A~jljl) 
alsJa.il.h 
+ 3R2(j2 , ,j2j2)l - 4[~2(jlj2J2j2) + ~2UJ2 J,.L>l IT 
D(*) = -ii- a4 L =+ u. J,a, ujze, uj,B, uj,~,D*(j,j2,.i,j,)~ (5.10) 
~EJ, jl,h.M4 
41CJO 
x P2(j,j2 J3.GJ5j6) 
- ccl)(jl j, I j,j, JJ,) - c(l) W41j,j2JJ6) - ~"'W61Aj2J3j4) 
+ ~(*)(jlj2,j3j41j5j6) + ~(2)(jlj29.M61j3j4) + fi'2'(j3j49j5j61jlj2) 
- $uj,j,uj,j,oj5j,[R2(jlj*,j3j3,j5j5) + f2UljlTj3j39j6j6) 
+ ~2(.hjl,j4j4~j5jS) + ~2(j~j~~j4.&~.&.&) 
+ ~2(j2j2~.M3~j5j5) + ~2U2j2kkLJ6) 
+ @2(j2j2,j4.L9j5j5) + R2dj2j29j4j49j6j6)lI. 
In the above equation, 
fi”‘0’,j,Ij,j,,j,j,)=toj,j,[R,O’,j,,j,j,,j,j,) 
+ ~2(j2j29.L.L~Aj6)l~ 
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where fcZ(j, j,, j, j,) and K2(jl jz, j, j,, j, j,) are defined as in Eqs. (3.3) and 
(3.4). 
The cumulants of L are 
~j = *ij + O(n-'), 
Aj, = Uij/ -  (CZi Ujl + *j #i, + & t [  Uij) + o(n- ')* 
For i, j, I = l,..., k., Eq. (3.5) is used in calculating ui 1Cjr, cci u(I, and uI /lj. 
The Edgeworth expansion of the joint distribution of the elements of 
L = (L, ,..., Lk)' is 
f  (L, ,***,  L,)=W, Q> l+ 2 H,(L)x~ 
! i=l 
+i .l -Hij,(L)xij, + o(n-‘)Y 
i,j,, KL 0 I 
(5.13) 
where Q = (xii) and S(i, j, 0 is defined in Eq. (4.14). 
6. ASYMPTOTIC DISTRIBUTIONS OF FUNCTIONS OF 
CANONICAL CORRELATIONS 
Let Xi= (Xi’)‘, Xi*“) = (xli,xzi ,,,., xPi, x,,+r i ,..., xUi) be independently 
distributed for i= 1, 2,..., N, where N = n + 1, v =‘p + q, and Xi”, and X1*’ 
are p-variate and q-variate vectors, respectively. Without loss of generality, 
we assume that p Q q. Next, let 
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s* = ;: (xi-Q(X,-St)’ = sll s’* ) ,T, r “) 21 22 
(6.1) 
M* = E(S*/n) = 
Y*=JI;($-M*)= (;I ;:)=(y;); i,j=1,2 )...) u. 
Define the p X q matrix G as 
G=M-i/lM M-‘/2 
II 12 22 - (6.2) 
By the singular value decomposition theorem, there exist two orthogonal 
matrices rl and r2 of order p x p and q x q, respectively, such that 
G=l-,Pr; (6.3) 
where P = (diag@, ,..., p,)lO), PP’ = diag(l, ,,.., $), and li =~f for i = l,..., p. 
Define 
n, = r; M,“2, 
n, = l-;Mp. 
Then 
(zzi)-’ s,‘s,2s~2’s2,17: 
= PP’+ (l/\/;;)(PV,, -Pv,,P’+ V1*P’- V,,PP’) 
+ (w>Pv22 V22P’ - pv*, v2, + VI2 v,, - v*2 V,*P’ 
- V,,PV,, + V,,PV,,P’ - v,, V,,P’ 
+ v,, V,,PP’) + O(n-3’2), 
where 
v, = n, v,n; for i,j= 1,2. 
(6.4) 
(6.5 ) 
Assume, without loss of generality, that IZ, = I,,, II2 = Z,. 
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Let 1, > .-. > lp be the roots of S,’ S,, S;’ S,, and consider 
Lj = fi { Tj(l, vse.9 lp) - Tj(h, 9***, A,)}: j = 1, 2 ,..., k. (6.6) 
We also assume that the conditions given by Eqs. (4.2), (4.5) and (4.6) are 
satisfied. Using Lemma 4.1, we obtain 
+i aiaDn 
a=1 
++- 2 t %4D04b2=0,.h=al 
o-l b-1 
+ 0(n-‘1, 
“u=E(LiLj)= ~ ~ 
*=I 6’1 
ahaj13D o!31a2=41~D2=al + w-‘1 
aij,=E(L,L,L,)= i i i aia aj4alyDu4y 
a=l 4=1 y=1 
t OW'), 
where 
(6.7) 
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Also c$=czi+p, /?T=Pi+p (i=1,2), y:=yl+p, jF=j,+p, and 
~~(j~j~,j~j~), ~~(j~j~,j~j~,j~j~) are as defined in Eqs. (3.3) and (3.4). 
The cummulants of L are 
d?$ = uij + 0(n-I), 
Aj, = “ij[ - (“i Uj/ + uj “ii + Ui Uij) + O(tl - ‘)* (6.9) 
Equation (3.5) is used in calculating uiuj,, ujuil, and U/Uij for i, j, I = l,..., k. 
The Edgeworth expansion of the joint density of (L, ,..., Lk), is 
f (L, ,***, Lk)=N(L;Q) 1 + 5 Hi(L i 
I 
’ - Hij[(L) X& 
i=l i,j,/ WA 0 
+ OW’)), (6.10) 
where Q = (Xv) and S(i,j, I) is defined in Eq. (4.14). 
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